Abstract. Efficient non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs are a powerful tool for solving many cryptographic problems. We apply the recent Groth-Sahai (GS) proof system for pairing product equations (Eurocrypt 2008) to two related cryptographic problems: compact e-cash (Eurocrypt 2005) and simulatable verifiable random functions (CRYPTO 2007). We present the first efficient compact e-cash scheme that does not rely on a random oracle. To this end we construct efficient GS proofs for signature possession, pseudo randomness and set membership. The GS proofs for pseudorandom functions give rise to a much cleaner and substantially faster construction of simulatable verifiable random functions (sVRF) under a weaker number theoretic assumption. We obtain the first efficient fully simulatable sVRF with a polynomial sized output domain (in the security parameter).
Introduction
Since their invention [BFM88] non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs played an important role in obtaining feasibility results for many interesting cryptographic primitives [BG90, GO92, Sah99] , such as the first chosen ciphertext secure public key encryption scheme [BFM88, RS92, DDN91] . The inefficiency of these constructions often motivated independent practical instantiations that were arguably conceptually less elegant, but much more efficient ( [CS98] for chosen ciphertext security).
We revisit two important cryptographic results of pairing-based cryptography, compact e-cash [CHL05] and simulatable verifiable random functions [CL07] , that have very elegant constructions based on non-interactive zero-knowledge proof systems, but less elegant practical instantiations. Our results combine the best of both worlds, a clean design and an efficient implementation.
Compact e-cash. Electronic cash (e-cash) was introduced by David Chaum [Cha83] as an electronic analogue of physical money and has been a subject of ongoing cryptographic research since then [CFN90, FY92, CP93, Bra93a, CPS94, Bra93b, SPC95, FTY96, Tsi97] . The participants in an e-cash system are users who withdraw and spend e-cash; a bank that creates e-cash and accepts it for deposit, and merchants who offer goods and services in exchange for e-cash, and then deposit the e-cash to the bank. The main security requirements are (1) anonymity: even if the bank and the merchant and all the remaining users collude with each other, they still cannot distinguish Alice's purchases from Bob's; (2) unforgeability: even if all the users and all the merchants collude against the bank, they still cannot deposit more money than they withdrew.
Unfortunately, it is easy to see that, as described above, e-cash is useless. The problem is that here money is represented by data, and it is possible to copy data. Unforgeability will guarantee that the bank will only honor at most one of copy of a given coin for deposit and will reject the others. Anonymity will guarantee that there is no recourse against such a cheating Alice. So one of the merchants will be cheated. There are two known remedies against this double-spending behavior. The first remedy is on-line ecash [Cha83] , where the bank is asked to vet a coin before the spend protocol can terminate successfully. The second remedy is off-line e-cash, introduced by Chaum, Fiat and Naor [CFN90] . The additional requirement of an offline e-cash system is (informally) that no coin can be double-spent without revealing the identity of the perpetrator.
A further development in the literature on e-cash was compact e-cash [CHL05] . In compact e-cash, the user withdraws N coins in a withdrawal protocol whose complexity is O(log N ) rather than O(N ). Similarly, the resulting wallet requires storage size (log N ) rather than )(N ). The main idea is as follows: in the withdrawal protocol, a user obtains the Bank's signature on (x, s, t), where s and t are random seeds of a pseudorandom function (PRF) F (·) (·) and x is the user's identifier. In the spend protocol, a serial number of the ith coin is computed as S = F s (i), and a double spending equation is computed as T = x+RF t (i), where R is a random challenge by the merchant. The coin itself consists of (S, T, R, π), where π is a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of the following values: x, s, t, i, σ where σ is the Bank's signature on (x, s, t), 1 ≤ i ≤ N , S = F s (i) and T = x + RF t (i) mod q. If g is a generator of a group G of order q, and G is the range of the PRF F (·) (·), then the double-spending equation can instead be computed as T = g x F t (i) R . It is easy to see that two double-spending equations for the same t, i but different R's allow us to compute g x . It was shown that this approach yields a compact e-cash scheme [CHL05] . Later, this was extended to so-called e-tokens [CHK + 06] that allow up to k anonymous transactions per time period (for example, this would correspond to subscriptions to interactive game sites or anonymous sensor reports).
Thus, we see that compact e-cash and variants such as e-tokens can be obtained from a signature scheme, a pseudorandom function, and a non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proof system for the appropriate language. However, until now no efficient instantiations of the NIZK proofs could be given, and all practical instantiations of compact e-cash had to derive the non-interactive proofs from interactive proofs via the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [FS87] which is known not to yield provably secure constructions [GK03] . It seemed that, perhaps, random oracle based techniques were necessary to achieve such schemes efficiently. We show here that this is not the case.
Challenges and Techniques. Until the recent proof system of Groth and Sahai [GS07] , there were no efficient NIZK proof systems for languages most heavily used in cryptographic constructions (such as languages of true statements about discrete logarithm representations and bilinear pairings). However, constructing an efficient provably-secure compact e-cash scheme is not simply a matter of replacing the Fiat-Shamir based NIZK proofs with the Groth-Sahai system. There are several issues that arise when we attempt to apply the Groth-Sahai proofs. First, recall that the Groth-Sahai system only works for proofs of particular types of statements. Thus, we must find a PRF and a signature scheme where verification can be phrased in terms of such statements. In the case of the PRF, we use a modification of the DodisYampolskiy VRF [DY05] , which outputs elements of bilinear group G 1 . We show that this is secure under the assumption that DDHI holds in this group.
However, simply combining a commitment scheme and PRF with the NIZK proof system is not sufficient. We must also ensure that (1) the key space of the PRF is a subset of the domain over which the commitment is binding and (2) it is possible to tell if a commitment commits to a value in the given key space.
To see that this is nontrivial, consider the implementation of the Groth-Sahai proof system based on the Subgroup Decision Assumption in composite order groups. Here the commitment is proven to be binding over one of the prime order subgroups. However, if we limit the key space to this subgroup, there is no way to tell whether a given commitment commits to a valid value in this key space. In fact, if g p , g q are generators for the two subgroups, then a commitment to g a p is distributed identically to a commitment to g a p g q . On the other hand, if we use the PRF described above, then these two values will correspond to very different PRFs.
We show that the other two constructions given by Groth and Sahai do not suffer from this problem, and thus can be used in our application.
For the signature scheme, we note that verification of Boneh-Boyen signatures [BB04b] can be phrased as a pairing product equation. However, as noted in Belenkiy et al. [BCKL08] , because GrothSahai proofs are only partially extractable, we need a stronger unforgeability. Here we need that it be impossible to produce F (m), Sign sk (m) for an unsigned message m, where F (m) is a value that can be extracted from a commitment to m. Belenkiy et al. gave a construction which satisfies this definition, but only allows signatures on a single message. We need the bank to be able to sign multiple message blocks, thus we extend that construction to construct a multi-block P-signature scheme. We also show that issu-ing can be done efficiently using more recent techniques given in [BCC + 08]. (The original [BCKL08] construction relied on general two party computation for arithmetic circuits.)
We also need to be able to prove that the coin value falls within a given range. The original Camenisch et al. construction uses a technique by [Bou00] , which relies on the fact that the underlying RSA group has unknown order. Groth-Sahai proofs, on the other hand, rely on the cryptographic bilinear group model, and it is not known how to construct such groups with unknown order. Thus, we must use a different technique for our range proofs. We follow the basic concept of [TS06, CCS08] , and implement the range proofs using the new P-signatures mentioned above.
Finally, while Groth and Sahai present a NIZK proof system for a large class of statements, their simpler witness indistinguishable proof system is much more efficient. Thus, we specifically design our protocols to use NIZK proofs only when necessary. As a result, we obtain a construction that is almost competitive in efficiency with the original Camenisch et al. construction.
E-cash construction. Our construction is in the common parameters model and relies on several number-theoretic assumptions. Our first building block is a signature scheme and an unconditionally binding commitment scheme that allows for an efficient proof of knowledge of a signature on a set of committed values, as well as for an efficient protocol for getting a committed value signed. This is done by extending the P-signature construction of Belenkiy et al. [BCKL08] , which only allows to sign single values, and incorporating the techniques from [BCC + 08]. In our construction we will also use Psignatures, together with the techniques of [CCS08] (that relied on interactive proofs) to obtain efficient non-interactive interval proofs.
Our second building block is a pseudorandom function and an unconditionally binding commitment scheme Com(., .) (the same as for the P-signature scheme) with an efficient proof system for the serial number S and the double spending tag T .
Simulatable verifiable random functions. Our main observation is that the NIZK proof for a compact ecash serial number, a proof of the language L F = {S, C y , C s | ∃s, y, r s , r y such that S = F s (y), C y = Com(y, r y ), C s = Com(s, r s )} is a special case of a simulatable verifiable random function (sVRF), introduced by Chase and Lysyanskaya [CL07] . Chase and Lysyanskaya gave an efficient construction of a multi-theorem non-interactive zero-knowledge proof system for any language L from a single-theorem one for the same language (while other single-theorem to multi-theorem transformations required the Cook-Levin reduction [Coo71] to an NP-complete language first).
Chase and Lysyanskaya [CL07] gave two constructions for sVRFs. The first is based on generic non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs and is therefore impracical. The second construction is based on composite order bilinear pairings [BGN05, FST06] , and has several shortcomings. In particular, its range is either only logarithmic in the security parameter or it is only weakly simulatable. Our fully simulatable construction is thus more efficient by a factor of the security parameter; it is also designed in a way that is more modular and therefore easier to understand (and improve). Finally, it relies on a somewhat weaker assumption. Therefore, we believe this result will be of independent interest.
Our contribution and outline of the paper. We present the first P-signature scheme for multiple messages, the first fully simulatable VRF with polynomial sized output domain, and the first efficient compact e-cash scheme that does not rely on random oracles. (The security of conventional e-cash was, e.g., studied in [JLO97, STS99, Tro05] .) The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss our assumptions and recall useful results about non-interactive zero-knowledge. In Section 3 we define and construct our new P-signature scheme for message blocks. Section 4 and Section 5 revisit simulatable verifiable random functions and compact e-cash respectively.
Preliminaries
In this section we list our assumptions and recall some useful results about non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs (NIZK).
A function ν is negligible if, for every integer c, there exists an integer K such that for all k > K, |ν(k)| < 1/k c . A problem is said to be hard (or infeasible) if there exists no probabilistic polynomial time (p.p.t.) algorithm to solve it.
Bilinear Pairings. Let G 1 , G 2 , and G T be groups of prime order p. The map e : G 1 ×G 2 → G T must satisfy the following properties: (a) Bilinearity: a map e : G 1 ×G 2 → G T is bilinear if e(a x , b y ) = e(a, b) xy ; (b) Non-degeneracy: for all generators g ∈ G 1 and h ∈ G 2 , e(g, h) generates G T ; (c) Efficiency: There exists a p.p.t. algorithm BMGen(1 k ) that outputs (p, G 1 , G 2 , G T , e, g, h) to generate the bilinear map and an efficient algorithm to compute e(a, b) for any a ∈ G 1 , b ∈ G 2 .
Assumptions. The security of our scheme is based on previously proposed number-theoretic assumptions. The unforgeability of our P-signature construction relies on the TDH [BCKL08] and the HSDH [BW07] assumptions; pseudo-randomness is based on the q-DDHI assumption [BB04a, CHL05] ; and the zeroknowledge of the Groth-Sahai proof system rests on the XDH or DLIN assumption [GS07] .
Definition 1 (Triple DH). On input g, g x , g y ∈ G 1 , h, h x ∈ G 2 , and {c i , g 1/(x+c i ) } i=1...q for random x, y, and c 1 , . . . , c q , it is computationally infeasible to output a tuple (h µx , g µy , g µxy ) for µ = 0.
Definition 2 (Hidden SDH). On input g, g x , u ∈ G 1 , h, h x ∈ G 2 and {g 1/(x+c ) , h c , u c } =1...q for random x, and c 1 , . . . c q , it is computationally infeasible to output a new tuple (g 1/(x+c) , h c , u c ).
Definition 3 (q-DDHI). On input g, g α , g α 2 , . . . g α q ∈ G for a random α ← Z p , it is computationally infeasible to distinguish g 1 α from a random element of G with probability non-negligibly better than 1/2.
Our sVRF requires that the q-DDHI assumption holds either in G 1 or G 2 . Without loss of generality we fix this group to be G 1 . Note that this is slightly stronger than the assumption used in [DY05] to construct an efficient VRF (there the challenge is e(g, h) 1 α or a random element of G T ). However, it is still weaker than the BDHBI assumption used in the sVRF construction in [CL07] . For further discussion and a summary of the XDH and DLIN assumptions see Appendix A.
Composable Non-Interactive Proofs. We review composable non-interactive proof systems. Let R(·, ·) be any polynomial-time computable relation. A non-interactive proof system for an NP language allows a prover to convince a verifier of the truth of the statement ∃x : R(y, x) about instance y using witness x. Non-interactive proof systems use a common reference string params as output by Setup(1 k ) that is common input to both the π ← Prove(params, y, x) and accept/reject ← Verify(params, x, π) algorithms. This notion can be generalized for a relation R(params, y, x) parameterized by params.
Informally, zero-knowledge captures the notion that a verifier learns nothing from the proof but the truth of the statement. Witness-indistinguishability is a weaker notion that guarantees that the verifier learns nothing about which witness was used in the proof.
In a composable (under the definition of Groth and Sahai [GS07] ) non-interactive witness indistinguishable proof system there exists an algorithm SimSetup that outputs params together with a trapdoor sim, such that (1) params output by SimSetup are indistinguishable from those output by Setup; (2) the output of Prove using these parameters is perfectly witness-indistinguishable (in other words, even if there are two witnesses to a statement, they induce identical distributions on the proofs). Composable non-interactive zero-knowledge further means that there exists an algorithm SimProve that outputs a simulated proof using sim and the output of SimProve is distributed identically to that of Prove when given the simulated parameters. The big advantage of a composable definition is that it is fairly simple and easy to work with, and yet it still implies the standard multi-theorem definitions.
Composable proofs about commitments. The prover and verifier frequently get some set of commitments (C 1 , . . . , C n ) as common input. The prover wants to show that a statement about instance y = (C 1 , . . . , C n , Condition) holds. The witness to the statement is ( x 1 , open 1 , . . . , x n , open n , z), where (x i , open i ) is the opening of commitment C i , while z is some value that has nothing to do with the commitments. The relation is R = {(params, y, x)|C 1 = Com(params,
Summary of Groth-Sahai proofs. Groth and Sahai [GS07] give a composable witness-indistinguishable proof system that lets us efficiently prove statements in the context of groups with bilinear maps. Let params BM = (p, G 1 , G 2 , G T , e, g, h) be the setup for pairing groups of prime order p.
In a Groth-Sahai proof, the prover and the verifier both know values {a q } q=1...Q ∈ G 1 , {b q } q=1...Q ∈ G 2 , t ∈ G T , and {α q,m } q=1...Q,m=1...M , {β q,n } q=1...Q,n=1...N ∈ Z p . In addition, they both know commitments {C m } m=1...M and {D n } n=1...N to values in G 1 and G 2 respectively. For each commitment C m and D n the prover knows the opening information and the committed value x m ∈ G 1 or y n ∈ G 2 respectively (m = 1...M , n = 1...N ).
Groth-Sahai proofs prove that the values in these commitments fulfill the pairing product equation βq,n n ) = t. Groth-Sahai commitments. Throughout the paper we will use Groth-Sahai commitments (GSCom) in our constructions. Under the parameters output by Setup they are perfectly binding. We will sometimes make use of the fact that they are also extractable.
3 A Multi-block P-Signature Scheme Belenkiy et al. [BCKL08] intruduced signatures with efficient non-interactive proofs of signature possession. Their construction can only be used to sign a single message block. In this section, we briefly review the definition of a P-signature scheme and construct a multi-block P-signature scheme.
Before defining and constructing P-signatures, we recall some particulars about the way Belenkiy et al. use Groth Sahai proofs. In addition to the zero-knowledge or witness indistinguishability property they rely on the fact that they are partially extractable (f -extractable [BCKL08] ) proofs of knowledge about committed values. By 'x in C' we denote that there exists open such that C = Com(x, open). Following Camenisch and Stadler [CS97a] and Belenkiy et al. [BCKL08] , we use the following notation to express an f -extractable NIPK for instance y = (C 1 , . . . , C n , Condition) with witness w = (
Condition(params , x 1 , . . . , x n , z)}.
For such a proof there exists a polynomial-time extractor (ExtractSetup, Extract). ExtractSetup(1 k ) outputs (td , params ) where params is distributed identically to the output of Setup(1 k ). For all p.p.t. adversaries A, the probability that A(1 k , params ) outputs (y, π) such that Verify(params , y, π) = accept and Extract(td , y, π) fails to extract f (params , (x 1 , open 1 , . . . , x n , open n , z)), such that x i is the content of the commitment C i , and Condition(params , x 1 , . . . , x n , z) is satisfied is negligible in k. Groth-Sahai proofs use commitments GSCom(x, open) that allow to extract the value x but not the opening open. In short, Groth-Sahai proofs are f -extractable proofs of the following form 
Definition of Multi-block P-Signatures
A signature scheme consists of four algorithms: Setup, Keygen, Sign, and VerifySig. Setup(1 k ) generates the public parameters params. Keygen(params) generates a signing key pair (pk , sk ). Sign(params, sk , m) computes a signature σ on m. VerifySig(params, pk , m, σ) outputs accept if σ is a valid signature on m, reject otherwise. We extend this definition to support multi-block messages m = (m 1 , . . . m n ).
Definition 4 (F -Secure Signature Scheme [BCKL08] ). Let F be an efficiently computable bijection. With not necessarily efficient inverse F −1 . We say that a signature scheme is F -secure (against adaptive chosen message attacks) if it has the following properties: (a) Correctness: VerifySig always accepts a signature σ obtained using the Sign algorithm; (b) F -Unforgeability: no adversary should be able to output values (F 1 , . . . , F n , σ) such that for m = (F −1 (F 1 ), . . . , F −1 (F n )) algorithm VerifySig(params, pk , m, σ) = accept unless he has previously obtained a signature on m.
Definition 5 (P-Signature Scheme [BCKL08] ). A P-Signature scheme combines an F -secure signature scheme with a commitment scheme and three protocols:
1. An algorithm SigProve(params, pk , σ, m = (m 1 , . . . , m n )) that generates commitments (C 1 , . . . ,
params, pk , m, σ) = accept}, and the corresponding VerifyProof(params, pk , π, (C 1 , . . . , C n )) algorithm. 2. A composable non-interactive zero-knowledge proof system for proving equality of committed values, i.e., a proof of relation 
Construction of a Multi-Block P-Signature Scheme
We first construct an F -secure multi-block signature scheme.
be the parameters of a bilinear map, let u be an additional generator for G 1 , and let params GS be the parameters for the corresponding GrothSahai NIZK proof system (either in the XDH or the DLIN setup). Output parameters params = ((q,
The secret-key is sk = (α, β). The public-key is pk = (v, w,ṽ,w). The public key can be verified by checking that e(g, v) = e(ṽ, h) and e(g, w i ) = e(w i , h) for all i.
The above signature scheme is F -secure given the HSDH and TDH assumptions. See Appendix B for the proof.
We need to augment the multi-block signature scheme with the three P-Signature protocols.
1. SigProve(params, (v, w,ṽ,w), (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ), m) is defined as follows: We use Com to commit to the m i as follows:
then we form the Groth-Sahai proof:
. . , C n )) simply verifies the proof π. To see that the witness indistinguishable proof π is also zero-knowledge, the simulation setup sets u = g a . The simulator can then pick s, m 1 , . . . m n ← Z p and compute
Note that the simulator does not know r and α. However, he can compute
n , σ 1 , σ 2 = h r , σ 3 = u r as a witness and construct the proof π in the same way as the real Prove protocol. By the witness indistinguishability, a proof using the faked witnesses is indistinguishable from a proof using a real witness. See also [BCKL08] . 2. The second protocol is a proof of equality of committed values. It is of the form NIPK[x in C; y in D]
{(x, y, h θ ) : e(x/y, h θ ) = 1 ∧ e(g, h θ ) = e(g, h)}. Groth and Sahai [GS07] show that such witness-indistinguishable proofs are also zero-knowledge. A simulator that knows the simulation trapdoor sim for the GS proof system can simulate the two conditions by setting θ to 0 and 1 respectively. In this way he can fake the proofs for arbitrary commitments. 3. The third protocol is a secure two-party computation for signing a committed value. One could use the same technique as in Belenkiy et al. [BCKL08] to reduce computing a signature to computing an arithmetic circuit using the Jarecki and Shmatikov [JS07] secure two-party computation protocol. Alternatively, we suggest the use of a more efficient protocol based on homomorphic encryption as for example done in [BCC + 08,CKW04].
Theorem 2. The above construction is a secure P-Signature scheme given the HSDH and TDH assumption, either the SXDH or DLIN assumption, and the security of the two-party computation protocol.
The proof follows from the F -unforgeability of the multi-block signature scheme and the security of the Groth-Sahai proofs, which depend on either the SXDH or DLIN assumptions. The zero-knowledge simulations are done as sketched above. For details we refer to [GS07,BCKL08,BCC + 08].
Strongly Simulatable Verifiable Random Functions
Here we present our new construction for sVRFs. Later, we will show that an extension of this construction (as described in sections 4.2 and 4.3) can be used to construct provably secure e-cash.
At a high level, a sVRF is an extension of a pseudorandom function (PRF) (and also of a slightly weaker extension, called a VRF [MRV99] ). It includes a key generation procedure that generates a seed for the PRF along with a corresponding public key. It also includes a proof system for proving that a particular output is correct with respect to a given input and a given public key. We require fairly strong hiding properties from this proof system -in particular, we do not want it to interfere with the pseudorandomness properties of the PRF. For the full definition, see Appendix C or [CL07] .
A New sVRF Construction
Our construction will be in the bilinear group setting where (p,
We will use the function F s (x) = g 1 s+x to build an efficient Simulatable VRF. 5 Note that the base function is similar to the Dodis-Yampolskiy VRF [DY05] , which uses the function F s (x) = e(g, h) 1 s+x and thus gives output in G T . Moving our function to output elements in G 1 is the crucial step which allows us to use the Groth-Sahai proof techniques.
Theorem 3. Let D k ⊂ Z denote a family of domains of size polynomial in k. Let p, g, e, G 1 , G 2 , G T be as described above where |p| = k. If the DDHI assumption holds in G 1 , then the set {g We will build an sVRF based on this function as follows: 
random opening open y . Next create the following two proofs: π 1 , a composable NIZK proof that C y is a commitment to y; this is proof that the value v committed to in C y fulfills the pairing product equation e(v/y, h θ ) = 1 ∧ e(g, h θ ) = e(g, h) (see Appendix G and [GS07] for details); π 2 , a GS composable witness indistinguishable proof that C y is a commitment to Y and pk is a commitment to S such that e(Y, Sh x ) = e(g, h). Output π = (C, π 1 , π 2 ). Verify(params, pk , x, y, π = (C, π 1 , π 2 )). Use the Groth-Sahai verification to Verify π 1 , π 2 with respect to C, x, pk , y.
Theorem 4. This construction with domain size p is a strong sVRF under the q-DDHI for G 1 and under the assumption that the Groth-Sahai proof system is secure. For proof, see Appendix C.1.
A NIZK Protocol for Pseudo-random Functions
In some applications, we need something stronger than an sVRF. In our e-cash application, we need to be certain that the proofs will reveal no information about which wallet was used, which means that they should completely hide the seed used. Furthermore, we do not want to reveal which coin in the wallet is being spent, thus we also want to hide the input x. Thus, we will build a composable NIZK proof for the following language:
Note that there are four points where an sVRF proof is weaker than a full NIZK proof. First, the sVRF public key is not guaranteed to hide the secret key, only to hide enough information to preserve the pseudorandomness of the output values. However, this is not a problem in the above construction, since our public key is formed as a commitment. Second, an sVRF has a fixed public key, while we want to be able to compute unlinkable proofs for many different values of the PRF. This again is not relevant in the above construction: since we form our public key using a commitment scheme, we can easily use a different value in each proof. Third, in the sVRF proof, the input x is given in the clear. We can fix this fairly easily by replacing x by a commitment and proof. The final difference is that the sVRF proof need not be fully zero knowledge -the sVRF simulator is given the secret key as input (in our construction, the opening of the commitment C s ). We resolve this last point by adding extra commitments C s , C x (whose opening the zero-knowledge simulator will know), and zero-knowledge proofs that they commit to the same values as
is done as follows: We first compute commitment C s to h s . Then we compute C y , π 1 as in the sVRF Prove protocol, with pk = C s . Next we compute a commitment C x to h x , and a GS composable witness-indistinguishable proof π 2 that C y is a commitment to Y , C x is a commitment to X, and C s is a commitment to S such that e(Y, SX) = e(g, h). Finally, to make the construction zero-knowledge, we add composable NIZK proofs π s and π x that C s and C s , and C x and C x are commitments to the same values. Let v be s or x, respectively. Then each proof is a proof that the values v and v committed to in C v and C v fulfill the pairing product equation e(v/v , h θ ) = 1 ∧ e(g, h θ ) = e(g, h). See [GS07] for why this is zeroknowledge. The final proof is π = (C s , C x , C y , π 1 , π 2 , π s , π x ).
The proof is verified using the Groth-Sahai verification techniques to check π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , π 4 with respect to C s , C x , y, C s , C x , C y .
Theorem 5. The above proof system is a secure composable zero knowledge proof system for the language L S (params), where params is output by Setup. The proof appears in Appendix C.2.
NIZK Proofs Doublespending Equations: A More Complex Language
In our application, we use NIZKs about PRFs in two different places. The first is to prove that a given serial number has been computed correctly as F s (x) according to a committed seed s and committed input x. That can be done using the NIZK protocol described in the previous section. However, we also need to be able to prove that the doublespending value T has been computed correctly. Thus, we also need a proof system for the following language:
We can generalize our above proof system to handle this as well. For the construction see Appendix D.
Efficiency comparison with previous sVRF construction
As described above, our sVRF proof requires 1 commitment in G 1 , 1 Groth-Sahai proof, and one zeroknowledge proof of equality of values in G 1 . Thus, if we instantiate the proofs under the SXDH assumption, our construction requires 14 elements of G 1 and 14 elements of G 2 to give a proof, and the sVRF outputs a random element of the group G 1 . Note that the group size is exponential in the security parameter k, so this really produces k bits of pseudorandomness. We compare this to the previous contruction of sVRFs given by Chase and Lysyanskaya [CL07] . That construction was based on composite order bilinear groups. For the order of such groups to resist factorization they must be of a much greater size to achieve the same security as prime order groups. We assume a conservative factor of 5 for this difference 6 . As pairing operations (and exponentiation) have cubic complexity, it is fair to assume that composite order pairings are at least two orders of magnitude slower than prime order pairings.
In addition, the basic construction of [CL07] is only weakly simulatable: for each input value there was a certain restricted set of outputs for which the simulator could output a simulated proof. Finally, the simulator also required some trapdoor information about the desired output value (in the construction it was a discrete logarithm). In order to obtain full simulatability, in which the simulator could produce a simulated proof for any output value in the range of the function with no additional information, this result applied an extractor to the output of the weak sVRF to extract a single bit. The simulator could then sample values from the simulatable range together with some trapdoor information, until it had found one on which the extractor produced the appropriate bit. Clearly extending this approach to achieve more than O(log k) bits of randomness would be infeasible.
Each proof generated by this construction requires 3 elements of the composite order group G. Thus, in order to produce k bits of randomness, even if we assume that we extended the construction to extract log k bits, we would need k/ log k proofs, for a total of 3 * k/ log k elements of G.
New Compact E-Cash Scheme
We construct a compact e-cash scheme using our multi-block P-signatures and sVRF protocols. Compact e-cash as defined by Camenisch et al. [CHL05] lets a user withdraw multiple e-coins simultaneously. There are three types of players: a bank B as well as many users U and merchants M (though merchants are treated as a special type of user). Please refer to [CHL05] or Appendix E for protocol specifications and a definition of security. 7 We now show how to construct compact e-cash.
CashSetup(1 k ). The setup runs SigSetup(1 k ) and returns the P-signature parameters params. Our construction is non-blackbox: we reuse the GS NIPK proof system parameters params GS that are contained in params. The parameters params GS in turn contain the setup for a bilinear pairing params BM = (p, G 1 , G 2 , G T , e, g, h) for a paring e : G 1 × G 2 → G T for groups of prime order p. BankKG(params, n). The bank creates two P-signature key pairs, (pk w , sk w ) ← SigKeygen(params)
for issuing wallets and (pk c , sk c ) ← SigKeygen(params) for signing coin indices. Then the bank computes a P-signature on the n coin indices Σ 1 , . . . , Σ n , where Σ i = SigSign(sk c , i). The bank's secret-key is sk B = (sk w , sk c ) and the bank's public-key is (pk w , pk c , Σ 1 , . . . , Σ n ). UserKG(params). The user picks sk U ← Z * p and returns (pk U = e(g, h) sk U , sk U ). Merchants generate their keys in the same way but also have a publicly known identifier id M = f (pk M ) associated with their public keys (f is some publicly known mapping). Withdraw(U(params, pk B , sk U , n), B(params, pk U , sk B , n)). The user obtains a wallet from the bank. params, sk w , (comm sk , comm s , comm t )) respectively. The user obtains a P-signature σ on (sk U , s, t). The user stores the wallet W = (s, t, pk B , σ, n); the bank stores tracing information T W = pk U . SpendCoin(params, (s, t, pk B , σ, J), pk M , info). The user calculates a serial number S = F s (J) = g 1/(s+J) . The user needs to prove that he knows a signature σ on (sk U , s, t) and a signature Σ J on J such that S = F s (J). Next the user constructs a double-spending equation
The user proves that T is correctly formed for the sk U , t, J, signed in σ and Σ J .
All these proofs need to be done non-interactively. We now give more details. The user runs SigProve, first on σ and pk w to obtain commitments and proof ((C id , C s , C t ), π 1 ) ← SigProve(params, pk w , σ, (sk U , s, t)) for sk U , s, t respectively and second on Σ J and pk c to obtain commitment and proof (C J , π 2 ) ← SigProve(params, pk c , Σ J , J) for J. Then the user constructs non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs that indeed (S, T, C id , C s , C t , C J , id M info) are well formed. This is done by computing two proofs π F and π T : π F proves that (C s , C J , S) ∈ L S and is computed as described in Section 4.2, where L S is defined as:
The original [CHL05] definition had an interactive Spend protocol, while we break it up into two non-interactive protocols: SpendCoin(params, W , pk M , info) and VerifyCoin(params, pk M , pk B , coin). The merchant sends the user a info, the user runs SpendCoin and gives the resulting e-coin for the merchant to verify using VerifyCoin. We prefer to use a noninteractive spend protocol because often two-way communication is not available or impractical, e.g. when sending an e-coin by email.
π T proves that (C t , C J , C id , T, (id M |info)) ∈ L T and is computed as described in Section 4.3, where L T is defined as:
The user outputs a coin = (S, T, C id , C s , C t , C J , π 1 , π 2 , π S , π T , id M info). VerifyCoin(params, pk M , pk B , coin). To verify parses coin as (S, (T, C id , C s , C t , C J , π 1 , π 2 , π S , π T ), id M info) and checks that the following checks succeed:
Note that the merchant is responsible for assuring that info is unique over all of his transactions. Otherwise his deposit might get rejected by the following algorithm. Deposit(params, pk B , pk M , coin, state B ). The algorithm parses the coin as coin = (S, 
The algorithm aborts if one of the coins doesn't verify, if S = S , or if id M1 info 1 = id M2 info 2 . Otherwise, the algorithm outputs
, which the bank compares to the trace information it stores after each withdrawal transaction.
Theorem 6. This e-cash scheme is a secure compact e-cash scheme given the security of the P-signature scheme, the PRF, and the Groth-Sahai NIZK proof system.
We review the security definition of compact e-cash in Appendix E and prove security in Appendix F.
Efficiency of our E-Cash Construction
Here we will consider an instantiation of the Groth-Sahai proof system based on SXDH. Groth-Sahai commitments consist of 2 elements in the appropriate groups and require 2 multiexponentiations to compute. Groth-Sahai proofs consist of 4 elements in each group and require 4 multiexponentiations to compute. A Groth-Sahai proof for Q pairings (with q = Q) takes 16 + 4Q pairing operations to verify. An exception is a proof in which all committed elements are in the same group (without loss of generality say G 1 ). In this case, the proof consists of only 2 elements in G 2 , and can be computed with 2 multiexponentiations and verified with 4 + 2Q pairings.
Our NIZK proof of equality requires 1 additional commitment in G 2 , 1 full proof, and 1 proof with commitments only in G 2 . This means the proof will have a total of 6 elements in each group and will take the same number of multiexponentiations to generate, and will require 26 pairings to verify.
Our P-signature proofs require commitments to (h m i , u m i , w m i i ) for each of the n messages. Then we need commitments to σ 1 , σ 3 ∈ G 1 and σ 2 ∈ G 2 . Finally, we need proofs for each (h m i , u m i ) pair, and 2 proofs to verify the σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 . One of the proofs has Q = 1 the rest have Q = 2. We also need proofs that the values w m i i are computed correctly. This only involves commitments to elements in G 2 , so each proof can be done with 2 elements of G 1 using the optimization mentioned above. Thus, the total P-signature proof will require 8n + 12 elements of G 1 and 8n + 10 elements of G 2 , and will require the same number of multiexponentiations to compute. It will require 32n + 44 pairings to verify.
Our serial number proof requires 3 additional commitments, 1 in G 1 , and 2 in G 2 . It requires 1 NIZK proof of equality in G 1 and 1 in G 2 , and 1 witness-indistinguishable proof with Q = 1. Thus, in total we need 24 elements of G 1 and 26 elements of G 2 . It will take the corresponding number of multiexponentiations to compute, and will require 98 pairings to verify.
Our doublespending tag proof requires 5 additional commitments, 2 in G 1 and 3 in G 2 . It requires 4 NIZK proofs of equality, and 2 witness indistinguishable proofs, 1 with Q = 1 and 1 with Q = 2. Thus, in total we need 36 elements of G 1 and 38 elements of G 2 . Verification will require 148 pairings.
A coin will consist of values S, T , four commitments in G 2 , P-signature proofs for n = 1 and n = 3, a serial number proof, and a doublespending tag proof. Thus, the total size is 118 elements of G 1 and 124 elements of G 2 , the total computation required to generate the coin is 118 multiexponentiations in G 1 and 124 multiexponentiations in G 2 , and the total number of pairings to verify is 294.
In comparison, the construction of Camenisch et al. has coins which consist of 18 group elements, and require 18 multiexponentiations to compute, and 11 exponentiations to verify. However, of these 14 must be in an RSA group. Generally it is assumed that RSA groups must be significantly larger than prime order groups to obtain the same level of security. If we assume that RSA groups must be larger by at least a factor of 5 10 , then this would be the equivalent of 74 prime order group elements. Thus, our construction would generate coins which are larger only by roughly a factor of 4. (Verification will still be much slower than the Camenisch et al. construction, however.) Furthermore, while the performance of our scheme is still on the border of being practical, its modular design would translate any performance improvements for GS proofs, P-signatures, and sVRFs into a more efficient e-cash scheme.
A Formal Assumptions
Boyen and Waters [BW07] defined the Hidden SDH assumption over symmetric bilinear maps e : G × G → G T . We give a definition over asymmetric maps e : G 1 × G 2 → G T . Note that in the symmetric setting, this is identical to the Boyen Waters HSDH assumption.
Definition 6 (Hidden SDH). On input g, g x , u ∈ G 1 , h, h x ∈ G 2 and {g 1/(x+c ) , h c , u c } =1...q , it is computationally infeasible to output a new tuple (g 1/(x+c) , h c , u c ). Formally, there exists a negligible function ν such that
When (p, G 1 , G 2 , G T , e, g, h) and H = h x are fixed, we refer to tuples of the form (g 1/(x+c) , h c , u c ) as HSDH tuples.
Note that we can determine whether (A, B, C) form an HSDH tuple using the bilinear map e, as follows: suppose we get a tuple (A, B, C). We check that e(A, BH) = e(g, h) and that e(u, B) = e(C, h).
[BCKL08] introduced the Triple DH assumption.
..q , it is computationally infeasible to output a tuple (h µx , g µy , g µxy ) for µ = 0. Formally, there exists a negligible function ν such that
We also recall the DLIN and SXDH assumptions. These assumptions are needed for the Groth-Sahai pairing product equation proofs [GS07] (see Section 2).
Definition 8 (Decisional Linear Assumption [BBS04]). There exists a negligible function ν such that
Pr[(p, G 1 , G 2 , G T , e, g, h) ← BilinearSetup(1 k ); r, s ← Z p ; u, v, w ← G 1 ; b ← {0, 1}; z 0 ← w r+s ; z 1 ← G 1 : A(p, G 1 , G 2 , G T , e, g, h, u, v, w, u r , v s , z b ) = b] < 1/2 + ν(k).
Definition 9 (External Diffie-Hellman Assumption (XDH)). There exists a negligible function ν such that
The XDH assumption can be similarly defined to hold in G 2 . The SXDH assumption states that XDH holds in both G 1 and G 2 . The SXDH assumption was first used by Scott [Sco02] , and has been discussed and used extensively since [BBS04,GR04,Ver04,BGdMM].
Finally, our sVRF construction relies on the assumption that the DDHI assumption [CHL05,BB04a] holds even in a group with an efficient bilinear map. In standard groups, the DDHI assumption is as follows:
Definition 10 (Q-DDHI). A family G of groups satisfies the Q(k)-decisional Diffie-Hellman inversion assumption if no PPT A, on input (instance, challenge) can distinguish if its challenge is of type 1 or type 2 with non-negligible advantage where instance and challenge are defined as follows: instance = (G, p, g, g α , g α 2 , g α 3 , . . . , g α Q(k) ) where p is a prime of length poly(k), G is a group of order p returned by G(q), g ← G, α ← Z * p , challenge of type 1 is g 1 α , while challenge of type 2 is g R for random R ← Z * p .
Applied to bilinear groups, it would be: Definition 11 (Q-DDHI in bilinear groups). A family G of groups satisfies the Q(k)-bilinear Diffie-Hellman inversion assumption if no PPT A, on input (instance, challenge) can distinguish if its challenge is of type 1 or type 2 with non-negligible advantage where instance and challenge are defined as follows: instance = (G 1 , G 2 , G T , p, e, g, h, g α , g α 2 , g α 3 , . . . , g α Q(k) ) where p is a prime of length poly(k), G 1 , G 2 , G T are groups of order p returned by G(q), e :
while challenge of type 2 is g R for random R ← Z * p . Note that this is slightly stronger than the Q-DBDHI assumption used in [DY05] to construct an efficient VRF (there the challenge is e(g, h) 1 α or a random element of G T ). However it is still weaker than the Q-BDHBI assumption used in the previous sVRF construction [CL07] .
B Proof of Theorem 1
Theorem. Let F (m) = (h m , u m ). The signature scheme in Section 3.2 is F -secure given the HSDH and TDH assumptions.
Proof. We distinguish two types of forgeries. In a Type 1 forgery the signature consists of a tuple (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ) where σ 1 = σ (q) 1 for any σ (q) 1 used in answering the forger's signature queries. We will show how a Type 1 forger can be used to break the HSDH assumption. In a Type 2 forgery, ∃q :
We will show how a Type 2 forger can be used to break the TDH assumption.
Type 1 forgeries: The reduction gets as input
..Q , as well as a description of the groups p, G 1 , G 2 , G T . It needs to compute a new tuple (g 1/(α+c) , h c , u c ) such that ∀q : c = c q . Setup(1 k ). The reduction computes params GS and gives the adversary public parameters params = (p, G 1 , G 2 , G T , g, h, u, params GS ). Keygen(params). The reduction picks random β 1 , . . . , β n ← Z p . It computes, ∀i ∈ [1, n] :
The reduction gives the adversary the public key pk = (v, w,ṽ,w). (The secret key is sk = (α, β), though the reduction does not know α.) OSign(params, (α, β), m). Note that the reduction does not know α and will use elements of the HSDH instance to answer signature queries. At the first sign query, the reduction sets the counter q = 1, and increments it after responding to each sign query. The reduction will implicitly set c q = r + n i=1 β i m i . Thus, r = (c q − n i=1 β i m i ). However, the reduction does not know c q and r. The reduction computes σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 as follows:
Forgery. Eventually, the adversary returns a Type 1 forgery
. . , A n , B n ) and σ 1 = g 1/(α+r+β 1 m 1 +···+βnmn) , σ 2 = h r , and σ 3 = u r . We implicitly set c = r + β 1 m 1 + · · · + β n m n . We now have σ 1 = g 1/(α+c) . We compute the rest of the HSDH tuple:
The tuple (σ 1 , A, B) is a fresh HSDH tuple because this is a Type 1 forgery (∀q : c = c q ).
Type 2 forgeries:
The reduction gets as input g, G = g x , u = g y , h, H = h x , {c q , S q = g 1/(x+cq) } q=1...Q , as well as a description of the groups p, G 1 , G 2 , G T . It needs to compute the tuple (h µx , g µy , g µxy ) such that µ = 0.
Setup(1 k ). The reduction computes params GS and gives the adversary public parameters params = (p, G 1 , G 2 , G T , g, h, u, params GS ). Keygen(params). The reduction chooses a random t ← {1, n} and pick random α,
Then, the reduction picks a random γ ← Z p , and sets w t = H γ = h xγ andw t = G γ = g xγ . The reduction gives the adversary the public key pk = (v, w,ṽ,w). The secret key is sk = (α, β), though the reduction does not know β t = xγ. OSign (params, (α, β), m) . At the first sign query, the reduction sets the counter q = 1, and increments it after responding to each sign query. The reduction sets c q = (α + r + n i=1,i =t β i m i )/γm t , and solves for r. Then it is easy to verify that
This is precisely the inverse of the exponent which forms the first part of the signature, σ 1 . The reduction sets σ 1 = S 1/γmt q = g 1/(x+cq)γmt . Since the reduction knows r, it computes σ 2 = h r and σ 3 = u r . Forgery. Eventually, the adversary returns a Type 2 forgery
, σ 2 = h r , and σ 3 = u r . Since this is a Type 2 forgery, the reduction already has a message / signature pair such that r +
i . With probability 1/n, i = t.
That means that
i . Now, we will implicitly set µ = (m (q) t − m t )γ (Note that if we have guessed t correctly, this will be nonzero). We cannot compute this value, however we will be able to compute h µx , g µy , g µxy as follows: Compute the following values:
The reduction will output W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , which will be a valid tuple iff this is a type 2 forgery such that m t = m (q) t .
C Formal Definition for sVRF and Proofs
First we review the definition of sVRFs (as defined in [CL07] Correctness Informally, correctness means that the verification algorithm Verify will always accept (params VRF , pk , x, y, π) when y = Eval(params VRF , sk , x), and π is the proof of this fact generated using Prove. More formally, ∀k,
Pseudorandomness Informally, pseudorandomness means that, on input (params VRF , pk ), even with oracle access to Eval(params VRF , sk , ·) and Prove(params VRF , sk , ·), no adversary can distinguish F pk (x) from a random element of R(params VRF ) without explicitly querying for it. More formally, ∀ PPT A, ∃ negligible ν such that
(Q e , Q p , x, state) ← A Eval(params VRF ,sk ,·),Prove(params VRF ,sk ,·) (params VRF , pk );
where Q e and Q p denote, respectively, the contents of the query tape that records A's queries to its Eval and Prove oracles in the first query phase, and Q e and Q p denote the query tapes in the second query phase. Verifiability. For all k, for all params VRF ∈ Setup(1 k ), there do not exist (pk , x, y 1 , π 1 , y 2 , π 2 ) such that y 1 = y 2 , but Verify(params VRF , pk , x, y 1 , π 1 ) = Verify(params VRF , pk , x, y 2 , π 2 ) = accept. Trapdoor-Indistinguishable Simulatability. 11 There exist algorithms (SimSetup, SimG, SimProve) such that the distribution Setup(1 k ) is computationally indistinguishable from the distribution SimSetup(1 k ) and for all PPT A, A's views in the following two games are indistinguishable:
Game Real Proofs. (params VRF , t) ← SimSetup(1 k ), (pk , sk ) ← G(params VRF ) and then A( params VRF , t, pk ) gets access to the following oracle Real: On query x, Real returns y = Eval(params VRF , sk , x) and π ← Prove(params VRF , sk , x).
and then A(params VRF , t, pk ) gets access to the following oracle Sim: On query x, Sim (1) checks if x has previously been queried, and if so, computes π ← SimProve(params VRF , sk , x, y, t) for the stored y and returns (y, π); (2) otherwise, obtains a random y ← R(params VRF ) and π ← SimProve(params VRF , sk , x, y, t), returns (y, π) and stores y.
In the rest of the paper, we will refer to the output of Eval(params, sk , x) as F s (x) when the parameters are clear.
Trapdoor-indistinguishable simulatability can be shown via a simple hybrid argument to imply full simulatability, where the adversaries can interact with many public keys and still cannot distinguish Setup, Prove, Eval from SimSetup, SimProve and random sampling from R(params VRF ). To prove simulatability property of our sVRF construction, we will thus prove that it satisfies trapdoor-indistinguishable simulatability.
C.1 Proof of Theorem 4
Theorem. The construction in Section 4 with domain size q is a strong sVRF under the q-DDHI assumption for G 1 and under the assumption that the Groth-Sahai proof system is secure.
Proof. Correctness and Verifiability follow from the corresponding properties of the WI and NIZK GS proof systems. Pseudorandomness can be shown via an approach very similar to our proof below for Simulatability, so we will not show it here. Trapdoor-Indistinguishable Simulatability We define the following simulator algorithms:
be simulated parameters for a Groth-Sahai NIZK proof system. Output parameters params VRF = (q, G 1 , G 2 , G T , g, h, params GS ) and trapdoor t = sim.
SimG(params VRF
Use the NIZK simulator to compute simulated proof π 1 that C is a commitment to y. Create π 2 as an honest GS witness indistinguishable proof that C is a commitment to y and pk is a commitment to S such that e(y , Sh x ) = e(g, h) Output π = (π 1 , π 2 ). Now we need to show that Game Simulated Proofs, when instantiated using this simulator, is indistinguishable from Game Real Proofs. We will do this by considering a series of intermediate games.
First consider the following intermediate simulator algorithm:
HybSimProve(params VRF , sk = (s, open s ), x, t). Computes y = g 1 s+x , and then proceeds as SimProve: It computes y = g 1 s+x and commitment C = GSCom(y ). It uses the NIZK simulator to compute simulated proof π 1 that C is a commitment to y. It creates π 2 honestly: Create π 2 as an honest GS witness indistinguishable proof that C is a commitment to y and pk is a commitment to S such that e(y , Sh x ) = e(g, h) It outputs π = (π 1 , π 2 ).
Game Hybrid Sim 1. Runs as Game Real Proofs except that it uses HybSimProve instead of Prove:
(params VRF , t) ← SimSetup(1 k ), (pk , sk ) ← G(params VRF ) and then A(params VRF , t, pk ) gets access to the following oracle Real: On query x, Real returns y = Eval(params VRF , sk , x) and π ← HybSimProve(params VRF , sk , x, t).
Game Hybrid Sim 1 is indistinguishable from Game Real Proofs by the zero knowledge property of the GS NIZK and by the perfect WI property of the GS WI proofs. Now consider a second intermediate game:
Game Hybrid Sim 2. Runs as Game Simulated Proofs except that it computes y correctly:
, and then A(params VRF , t, pk ) gets access to the following oracle Sim: On query x, Sim (1) checks if x has previously been queried, and if so, computes π ← SimProve(params VRF , sk , x, y, t) for the stored y and returns (y, π); (2) otherwise, it computes y = g 1 s+x and π ← SimProve(params VRF , sk , x, y, t), returns (y, π), and stores y.
First note that Game Hybrid Sim 2 is identical to Game Hybrid Sim 1. Next, we can see that by theorem 3, Game Hybrid Sim 2 is indistinguishable from Game Simulated Proofs. Thus, Game Simulated Proofs is indistinguishable from Game Real Proofs, and the simulatability property holds.
C.2 Proof of Theorem 5
Theorem. The proof system in Section 4.2 is a secure composable zero knowledge proof system for the language L S (params), where params is output by Setup.
Proof. Correctness and Soundness follow from the corresponding properties of the underlying proof systems.
Thus, we need only show zero knowledge. Consider the following simulator:
Then we use the GS NIZK simulator to compute simulated zero knowledge proof π 1 that C s and C s are commitments to the same value and simulated proof π 2 that C x and C x are commitments to the same value using the techniques described in Appendix G. Next, we compute a commitment C y to F s (x ) and use the GS NIZK simulator to generate simulated proof π 3 that C y is a commitment to y as in Appendix G. Finally, we compute a GS witness indistingushable proof π 4 that the value committed to in C y is the correct output given the seed in C s and the input in C x . (Note that this statement is true given our
Note that when parameters are generated by SimSetup, the proof π 4 and the commitments C y , C s , C x generated by SimProve are distributed identically to those generated by Prove. Further, by the composable zero knowledge properties of the GS NIZK for equality of committed values, the simulated proofs π 1 , π 2 , π 3 will also be distributed identically to those generated by the honest Prove algorithm. Thus, SimSetup, SimProve as described here satisfy the definition of zero knoweldge for Setup, Prove, Verify.
D A Construction for NIZK Proofs Doublespending Equations
Here we give a proof system for the language L T presented in Section 4.3.
, and C sk = GSCom(h sk , open sk ). Then we compute zero knowledge proofs π 1 for (C s ,C s ), π 2 for (C x , C x ), and π 3 for (C sk , C sk ), showing that both commitments in each pair commit to the same value using the techniques described in Appendix G.
Next, we compute a commitment C y to F s (x), and a commitment C sk = GSCom(g sk , open sk ).
We then compute a GS witness indistingushable proof π 4 that the value committed to in C y is the correct output given the seed in C s and the input in C x . I.e. that C y commits to Y , C s commits to S and C x commits to X such that e(Y, SX) = e(g, h).
Next we compute a GS witness indistinguishable proof π 5 that the value committed to in C sk is correct with respect to C sk , i.e that C sk commits to K and C sk commits to K such that e(K , h) = e(g, K ). We can also compute C tag = C sk ch C y . Note that by the homomorphic properties of the commitment scheme, this means C tag should be a commitment to (g sk ) ch y which is the correct value for tag. Finally, we compute a zero knowledge proof π 6 that C tag is a commitment to tag as in Appendix G. The final proof is π = (C s , C x , C sk , C y , C sk , C tag , π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , π 4 , π 5 , π 6 ). Verify(params, C s , C x , C sk , ch, π = (C s , C x , C sk , C y , C sk , C tag , π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , π 4 , π 5 , π 6 )). Uses the GrothSahai verification procedure to verify π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , π 4 , π 5 , π 6 with respect to C s , C x , C sk , info, C s , C x , C sk , C y , C sk , C z .
Theorem 7. The proof system Setup, Prove, Verify is a secure composable zero knowledge proof system for the language L T (params) described above, where params is output by Setup.
To prove zero knowledge, consider the following simulator algorithms:
SimSetup(1 k ). runs the GS simulation setup to generate simulated parameters params and trapdoor sim. SimProve(params, sim, C x , C s , C sk , tag, ch). We first choose random s , 
Then we use the GS NIZK simulator to compute simulated zero knowledge proof π 1 that C s and C s are commitments to the same value and simulated proof π 2 that C x and C x are commitments to the same value, and simulated proof π 3 that C sk and C sk are commitments to the same value using the techniques described in Appendix G. Next, we compute a commitment C y to F s (x ) and C sk to g sk . Then we compute a GS witness indistingushable proof π 4 that the value committed to in C y is the correct output given the seed in C s and the input in C x . (Note that this statement is true given our choice of C y , C s , C x .) Similarly, we compute a GS witness indistinguishable proof π 5 that the value committed to in C sk is correct with respect to the value committed to in C sk .
We also compute C tag = C sk (C y ) ch . Finally, we use the GS simulator to generate simulated proof π 6 that C tag is a commitment to tag as in Appendix G. The final proof is π = (C s , C x , C sk , C y , C sk , C tag , π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , π 4 , π 5 , π 6 ).
Note that when parameters are generated by SimSetup, the proofs π 4 and π 5 and the commitments C y , C s , C x , C sk , C y , C sk , C tag generated by SimProve are distributed identically to those generated by Prove. Further, by the composable zero knowledge properties of the GS NIZK for equality of committed values, the simulated proofs π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , π 6 will also be distributed identically to those generated by the honest Prove algorithm. Thus, SimSetup, SimProve as described here satisfy the definition of zero knoweldge for Setup, Prove, Verify.
E Definition of Compact e-Cash
Compact e-cash as defined by [CHL05] involves a bank B as well as many users U and merchants M. Merchants are treated as a special type of user that have a publicly known identifier id M . The parties B, U, and M interact using the algorithms CashSetup, BankKG, UserKG, SpendCoin, VerifyCoin, Deposit, Identify, and the interactive protocol Withdraw. We write Protocol(A(I A ), B(I B )) to denote an interactive protocol Protocol between A and B with secret inputs I A , I B and secret outputs O A , O B respectively.
CashSetup(1 k ) creates the public parameters params. BankKG(params, n) outputs the key pair (pk B , sk B ) that is used by the bank to issue wallets of n coins.
For simplicity, we assume that the secret key contains the corresponding public key. UserKG(params) generates a user (or merchant) key pair (pk U , sk U ). The keys are used for authentication and non-repudiation. 12
Withdraw(U(params, pk B , sk U ), B(params, pk U , sk B )) is an interactive protocol in which a user withdraws a wallet W of n coins from the bank where n is specified in pk B . The wallet includes the public key of the bank. The bank learns some trace information T W that it can later use to identify double-spenders. After a successful protocol run the bank adds T W to its database DB T . SpendCoin(params, W , pk M , info) allows a user with a non-empty wallet W and some unique transaction information info to create a coin. The output of the algorithm is (W , coin), the updated wallet and an e-coin that can be given to a merchant. The e-coin consists of a serial number S, transaction information info, and a proof π. VerifyCoin(params, pk M , pk B , coin) allows a merchant to verify coin = (S, π, pk M info, ) received from a user. The output of the algorithm is either accept or reject. The merchant accepts the coin on accept but only if he has never accepted a coin with the same info before. Deposit(params, pk B , pk M , coin, state B ) allows the bank to verify a coin received from merchant.
The bank needs to maintain a database state B of all previously accepted coins. The output of the algorithm is an updated database state B and the flag result, which can have three values: (i) accept indicates that the coin is correct and fresh. The bank deposits the value of the e-coin into the merchant's account and adds (pk M , coin) to state B . (ii) merchant indicates that either VerifyCoin(params, sk M , pk B , coin) = 0, or that state B already contains an entry (pk M coin). The bank refuses to accept the e-coin because the merchant failed to properly verify it. (iii) user indicates that there exists a second coin with the same serial number S registered in state B .
(Using the two coins the bank will identify the double-spending user.) The bank pays the merchant (who accepted the e-coin in good faith) and punishes the double-spending user. Identify(params, pk B , coin, coin ) allows the bank to identify a double-spender. The algorithm outputs T W , which the bank compares to the trace information it stores after each withdrawal transaction.
Notes. Camenisch et al. [CHL05] only define spending as the interactive protocol Spend(U(params, W , pk M ), M(params, sk M , pk B ). We can derive their protocol from our non-interactive algorithms. First the merchant sends the user info. Then the user runs SpendCoin(params, W , pk M , info) and sends the resulting coin back to the merchant. The merchant accepts the e-coin only if VerifyCoin(params, pk M , pk B , coin) outputs accept and the info used to construct the e-coin is correct. Non-interactive spend protocols are important when two-way communication is not available or impractical, e.g. when sending an e-coin by email.
Definition 13 (Secure Compact E-Cash with Non-Interactive Spend). A compact e-cash scheme consists of the non-interactive algorithms CashSetup, BankKG, UserKG, SpendCoin, VerifyCoin, Deposit, Identify, and the interactive protocol Withdraw. We say that such a scheme is secure if it has the Correctness, Anonymity, Balance, and Identification properties.
Correctness. When the bank and user are honest, and the user has sufficient funds, Withdraw will always succeed. An honest merchant will always accept an e-coin from an honest user. A honest bank will always accept an e-coin from an honest merchant. Anonymity. A malicious coalition of banks and merchants should not be able to distinguish if the Spend protocol is executed by honest users or by a simulator that does not know any of the users' secret data. Formally, there must exist a simulator Sim = (SimCashSetup, SimSpend), such that for all non-uniform polynomial time A there exists a negligible function ν such that:
The oracles O GetKey , O Withdraw , O SpendCoin , and O SimSpend are defined as follows: O GetKey (params, i). The oracle returns pk U i , the public-key of user U i . If pk U i doesn't exist, the oracle generates (pk U i , sk U i ) using UserKG(params). O Withdraw (params, pk B , i, j). The oracle runs the Withdraw protocol with the adversary:
Withdraw(U(params, pk B , sk U i ), A 2 (state)). The adversary plays the role of the bank and the oracle takes the role of user U i . If sk U i doesn't exist, the oracle generates it using UserKG(params). The value j serves to identify the wallet to the oracle for later use; the adversary must use a fresh value j each time it calls O Withdraw . The oracle will not reveal the wallet W j it obtained to the adversary. O Spend (params, pk B , pk M , i, j, info). The oracle runs SpendCoin(params, W j , pk M .info) and returns the resulting coin to the adversary. Formally, for all non-uniform polynomial time A and every n < poly(k ) there exists a negligible function ν such that
:
Where withdrawals is the total number of successful calls to O Withdraw multiplied by n (i.e. the number of coins withdrawn) and deposits is the total number of successful calls to O Deposit . Success means that the oracles output accept. We define the oracles as follows: O Withdraw (params, pk U , sk B ). Runs the Withdraw protocol, where the oracle acts as the bank and the adversary plays the role of the user: Withdraw(A(state), B(params, pk U , sk B )). O Withdraw outputs accept if the protocol outputs accept. O Deposit (params, pk B , pk M , coin, state B ) Runs the Deposit protocol, where the oracle acts as the bank and the adversary plays the role of a merchant. If this is the first call to O Deposit , then the oracle sets state B to ⊥. Then the oracle updates state B in the usual way. The oracle outputs accept only if the Deposit protocol outputs accept. Identification. The bank will be able to identify any user who generates two valid e-coins (i.e. e-coins that pass the VerifyCoin test) with the same serial number. Formally, for all non-uniform polynomial time A and every n < poly(k ) there exists a negligible function ν such that
Oracle O Withdraw (params, pk U , sk B ) runs protocol Withdraw, with the oracle acting as the bank and the adversary playing the part of the user: Withdraw(A(state), B(params, pk U , sk B )). The bank adds the resulting T W to its database T .
Weak Exculpability. If a user never double-spends, then even a malicious bank colluding with malicious merchants will not be able to frame the honest user, i.e. to produce coin 1 , coin 2 such that Identify(params, coin 1 , coin 2 ) = T W where T W is the trace information for this user. Formally, for all non-uniform polynomial time A and every n < poly(k ) there exists a negligible function ν such that
pk U ← Identify(params, coin 1 , coin 2 ) : pk U ∈ HonestUsers] < ν(k)
where the oracles are defined as follows: O GetKey (params, i). The oracle returns pk U i , the public-key of user U i . If pk U i doesn't exist, the oracle generates (pk U i , sk U i ) using UserKG(params). Finally, the user stores pk U i on list HonestUsers O Withdraw (params, pk B , i, j). The oracle runs the Withdraw protocol with the adversary:
Withdraw(U(params, pk B , sk U i ), A 2 (state)). The adversary plays the role of the bank and the oracle takes the role of user U i . If sk U i doesn't exist, the oracle generates it using UserKG(params) (and stores pk U i on the list HonestUsers). The value j serves to identify the wallet to the oracle for later use; the adversary must use a fresh value j each time it calls O Withdraw . The oracle will not reveal the wallet W j it obtained to the adversary. O Spend (params, pk B , pk M , i, j, info). The oracle runs SpendCoin(params, W j , pk M .info) and returns the resulting coin to the adversary. The oracle outputs error if the adversary has not previously called O Withdraw (params, pk B , i, j), or if the adversary has already called O Spend (params, pk B , pk M , i, j, ·) n times.
F Proof of Security of Our Compact E-Cash Scheme
This proof makes use of the security definitions of P-Signatures as of [BCKL08] and the standard security notions of pseudo-random functions and zero-knowledge proof systems. We refer the reader to [BCKL08] for a definition of the Signer privacy, User privacy, Correctness, Unforgeability, and Zeroknowledge properties of a P-signature scheme and the corresponding simulatior protocols (SigSimIssue, SigSimObtain,SigSimSetup, SigSimProve) and extraction algorithms (SigExtractSetup, SigExtract) of a P-signature scheme.
Theorem. The e-cash scheme presented in Section 5 is a secure e-cash scheme given the security of the P-signature scheme, the PRF, and the NIZK proof system.
Proof. We need to prove that CashSetup, BankKG, UserKG, SpendCoin, VerifyCoin, Deposit, Identify, and the interactive protocol Withdraw fulfill the Correctness, Anonymity, Balance, and Identification properties.
Correctness. Correctness is straight forward.
Anonymity. Consider the following simulator Sim = (SimCashSetup, SimSpend):
SimCashSetup(1 k ). Runs SigSimSetup(1 k ) to obtain params, sim P . Our construction is non-blackbox: we reuse the GS-NIZK proof system parameters params GS that are contained in params and the GS NIZK simulation parameters sim GS contained in sim P . The parameters params GS in turn contain the setup for a bilinear pairing params BM = (p, G 1 , G 2 , G T , e, g, h) for a paring e : G 1 ×G 2 → G T for groups of prime order p. The algorithm returns (params, sim P ). SimSpend(params, sim, pk B , pk M , info).
-The simulator uses SigSimProve(params, sim P , pk w , 3) to compute ((C id , C s , C t ), π 1 ) -The simulator uses SigSimProve(params, sim P , pk c , 1) to compute (C J , π 2 ).
Games 1 and 2 are indistinguishable as SigSetup and SigExtractSetup are indistinguishable. Games 2 and 3 are indistinguishable because Game 3 aborts only with negligible probability. An abort can occur only if one of the F (y s ) −1 , F (y t ) −1 , F (y J ) −1 does not correspond to the opening of C s , C t , C J in which case we found a forgery for one of the two P-signatures or if we broke the soundness of the proof system used to prove language L S and L T . We guess which of the three options is the case to do a reduction and break the unforgeability of the P-signature scheme or the soundness of the proof system.
A distinguisher between Game 3 and 4 allows to break the unforgeability of the P-signature scheme as the only time Game 4 aborts is when it obtains a signature on a value F −1 (y J ) > n. As such a J value was never signed we obtain a P-signature forgery.
A distinguisher between Game 4 and 5 allows to break the unforgeability of the P-signature scheme as the number of different (y s , y t ) pairs with corresponding signatures pairs is greater than the number of correctly generated signatures be O Withdraw . We create a reduction and guess which (y s , y t ) is the forgery to break P-signature unforgeability with probability at least 1/(withdrawals + 1).
In Game 5, we can bound the number of successful deposits to at most withdrawals · n. The success probability of A is bounded by the sum of the distinguishing probabilities between the Games 1 to 5. This probability is negligible.
Identification.
A successful adversary A in the identification game outputs two coins (coin 1 , coin 2 ) that verify and have the same serial number S but different id M info. We consider multiple games. Game 1. Is the same as the original security game. Game 2. As Game 1 but in CashSetup algorithm SigSetup is replaced with SigExtractSetup to obtain td . Game 3. As Game 2 but the game parses the coins coin 1 = (S, (T, C id , C s , C t , C J , π 1 , π 2 , π S , π T ), pk M1 , info 1 ) and coin 2 = (S, (T , C id , C s , C t , C J , π 1 , π 2 , π S , π T ), id M2 info 2 ) obtained from the adversary and uses td and the SigExtract algorithm to extract y id , y s , y t , y J from (C id , C s , C t , π 1 ), (C J , π 2 ) and y id , y s , y t , y J from (C id , C s , C t , π 1 ), (C J , π 2 ). Game 3 aborts if the values y J or y J are not in {F (1), . . . , F (n)}. Game 4. As Game 3 but it also aborts if y s = y s . Game 5. As Game 4 but it also aborts if y J = y J . Game 6. As Game 5 but it aborts if y t = y t or y id = y id .
Games 1 and 2 are indistinguishable as SigSetup and SigExtractSetup are indistinguishable.
A distinguisher between Game 2 and 3 allows to break the unforgeability of the P-signature scheme as the only time Game 3 aborts is when it obtains a signature on a value F −1 (y J ) > n. As such a J value was never signed we obtain a P-signature forgery.
Games 3 and 4 are indistinguishable. The abort in Game 4 can only happens with probability greater than n 2 /p (∼ the probability of collision if S is computed by a random function) in one of the following 4 cases: (i. and ii.) one of the F (y s ) −1 , F (y s ) −1 does not correspond to the opening of C s , C s respectively (in this case we can find a forgery for the P-signatures scheme), iii. we break the soundness of the proof system for language L S , or iv. we break the pseudorandomness of F .
The reduction to the pseudo-randomness works as follows: We have a polynomial sized domain, so an adversary in the pseudorandomness game can compute the output on every element in the domain. By pseudorandomness, this should look like a completely random polynomially sized subset of Ga. So the probability that two randomly chosen seeds will produce intersecting ranges should be negligible. Otherwise we can build a reduction which breaks the pseudorandomness property without even seeing the seed: we are given oracle access to the PRF (or a random function). We query it on all points in the domain. Then we choose another random seed and compute that on all points in the domain. If there is an intersection with the first set, we output "pseudo random" otherwise we output "random". Note that n < poly(k ) and thus the Games 3 and 4 are indistinguishable, or otherwise we guess which of the 4 cases mentioned above holds do the appropriate reduction.
Games 4 and 5 are indistinguishable for the same reason except that the probability of a collision for perfectly random functions corresponds to the propability of distinguishing a random function from a random permutation given only n < poly(k ) queries.
Games 5 and 6 are indistinguishable as aborts in 6 occur only with negligible probability. In Game 6 we abort if y t = y t or y id = y id . As the seed s is chosen at random, it is highly unlikely that two withdrawn wallets contain the same seed. Consequently y t = y t and y id = y id or we break the unforgeability of the P-signature scheme.
In Game 6 the probability of e((T /T ) 1/(id M1 info 1 −id M2 info 2 ) , h) / ∈ DB T is bounded by the soundness error of the proof protocol or the probability that y id was never signed by the bank or does not correspond to the commitment C id . If the probability of the first is non-negligible we break the soundness of the proof protocol, if the probability of the latter is non-negligible we break the unforteability of our P-signature scheme.
